The problem of inverting and/or factoring Weiner-Hopf operators in two variables is one of the basic unsolved problems in classical analysis. In this paper we shall consider operators which are a perturbation of a product of operators in one variable, the perturbation differing from such simple operators by an operator in one variable. The principal tools used are the spectral mapping theorem combined with the known results on operators in one variable. has an analytic operator valued extension to I z I > 1 which is invertible for these z, L + (e iφ ) has an analytic operator valued extension to |z|<l invertible for these z. This factorization is unique if L_(oo) = 7.
2* Preliminaries
(C) T g is invertible.
Proof. Assume (A). Consider We normalize so that D-(μ, oo) = 1. Then the equation (for any μ in the spectrum of A) Thus T g has a right inverse. This right inverse is easily shown to be a left inverse using the anti-analyticity of Lz\e iψ ). Next we assume C. Suppose G(e*\ e iφo ) = 0. Then, if T g is invertible, so is T gM + δl, for all M large enough and all \δ\ small enough and: Thus T QM is not invertible, hence neither is T g . If τj θ > 0, we merely consider Γ*. Finally, we assume that the change in argument is 2π η φ Φ 0 in condition (3). Then consider This function obeys the conditions of (A), hence it is factorable and Ύ h is invertible. However, if rj ψ > 0, then where S ψ is the right shift operator on the j subscript. This is impossible since the two operators on the right are invertible. If Ύ} 9 < 0, we merely consider the adjoint.
Thus ( We expect this factorization to play an important role in the study of difference equations arising from hyperbolic systems in regions in space having corners.
